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tional drama which I had worn so long9 I had already
begun to wonder whether perhaps the quality of
"Mercia" was not strained Brother Dan, who had been
with me all these years and who had become a fine actor,
helped to fan, all unconsciously, my discontent He had
read for the bar, was highly cultivated, so highly indeed
that he used to make us read aloud Carlyle and Ruskm,
and all the authors of uplift of those times I loved their
language and their intensity of conviction, but fear that
it was for their dramatic rather than their intellectual
powers that I admired them One day brother Dan
began to talk about the stage No one listens more than
she must to an elder brother, but I overheard him say
whilst talking of one of our plays "It isn't drama, it's
barratry " I should have taken no notice had not the
company begun to laugh "What is barratry?" I asked
"Look in the dictionary," said Dan I did, and read
"Barratry fraud or gross negligence of master or crew
to the prejudice of shipowners " Very slowly then, and
afterwards, I began to see the meaning of the jest—that
playwrights and actors owe it to the public to be loyal
to life, to sail the theatrical ship like seamen and not
like landlubbers made up as pirates I went down to
Cornwall pondering these things, and came back to find
theatrical salvation in the mission hall of the Court
Theatre
I played Ann Whitefield in "Man and Superman "
She was a "new woman" and she made a new woman
of me The women of the previous day, on or off the
stage, had been of the stage, stagey Ann was of the
earth, earthy What an affront to tradition' A real
woman on the stage' No wonder people were scan-
dalised1 They pulled Ann to pieces, and the more they
did so the more real she appeared But oh' the dis-
appointment to look for sawdust and find only flesh and
blood From being a horrid warning, Ann became a
model Men may have looked askance at her—she was
not nice—but women with truer courage stared at her
and discovered that she was no mannequin owing the

